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Measurements for mounting
on a window sash

A

B

All dimensions must be entered in millimeters(mm)
The given dimensions will be rounded to 5mm!

Enter relevant dimensions in the configurator:

fig.2.

fig.1. width  =  A

height  =  B

Measure the width so it covers the entire pane 
(including glazing beads, Figure 1) and the total 
height of the window sash. Look for protruding 
window elements, e.g. handles (Fig.2.) Enter the 
dimensions in the configurator on our website.
Enter the desired width in the configurator:
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Example:

 

IMPORTANT:

NOTE:
You can give greater values if you want to cover a larger
area. Make sure that the blind does not get stuck to
other parts such as the windowsill.

*  See the table at the end of the manual if you need
precise guidelines
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width  =  A

height  =  B

fig.2.

fig.1.

All dimensions must be entered in millimeters(mm)

The given dimensions will be rounded to 5mm!

Measure the width and height of the window 
recess.
Enter the measured width increased by at least 40 
mm, to properly cover the window recess:

The width of the recess is 900 mm. Enter a width 
of at least 940 mm.
The wider the blind, the better the e�ect.

When specifying the height in the configurator, include 
the height of the rolled-up blind (Fig.2.) to ensure proper 
opening of the window sash. The longer the roller blind, 
the more reserve you have to predict in your measure-
ments. See the table at the end of the manual if you 
need precise guidelines.

Measurements for wall
mounting
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All dimensions must be entered in millimeters(mm)
The given dimensions will be rounded to 5mm!

Example:
The height of the window recess is 1400 mm.
Add a minimum of 200 mm to allow for comforta-
ble mounting and operating of your roller blind.
Then B = 1600 mm.



IMPORTANT:
The height of the rolled-up blind is 160-300 mm*
depending on the length and material thickness  (Fig. 2.) 
f you want to install the blind in the window recess, make
sure you can open the window sash!
The longer the blind, the more stock you have to predict 
in your measurements.

Example:
The width of the recess is 900 mm.
Enter 895 mm as the width of your blind.

Measurements for recess
(ceiling) mounting

Measure the width and height of the window recess..

IMPORTANT:
When entering the width in the configurator, enter
the measurement value minus 5mm to fit and operate
the roller blinds freely:

width  =  A

height  =  B
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fig.2.

*  See the table at the end of the manual if you need
precise guidelines. 
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All dimensions must be entered in millimeters(mm)
The given dimensions will be rounded to 5mm!



do 50 cm

51 - 80 cm

81 - 105 cm

106 - 135 cm

136 - 165 cm

166 - 195 cm

196 - 225 cm

226 - 230 cm

Blind height

Exception: translucent materials

Number
of tunnels

Number
of Fields

Distance
between tunnels

Height of
the rolled-up
blind *

* Note: approximate values!
Also note that thin fabrics allow

you to roll up your roller blind tighter
than higher-weight fabrics.

do 21 cm

16 - 23 cm

18 - 23cm

19 - 24 cm

19 - 25 cm

20 - 26 cm

21 - 30 cm

22 - 30 cm

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1,5

2,5

3,5

4,5

5,5

6,5

7,5

8,5

33,5 cm

20 - 32 cm

23 - 30 cm

23,6 -30 cm

24,7 - 30 cm

25,5 -30 cm

26 - 30 cm

26,6 - 27,5 cm

Y

tunnels
(stitches)

section
(strip of material

between the seams)

1/2 field
(finishing)

Y - Roller blind height when rolled up

Roman blind construction and dimensions 

226 - 250 cm 22 - 30 cm8 8,5 26,6 -29,5 cm
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